
Five Paths through Physics
Anyone can be a physicist!



Agenda: 

1. Preliminaries - We’re excited to meet you!
2. Our Paths
3. Panel Style Q&A



Who are we? 

Hannah
Grad student at 
Caltech studying 

atoms!

Nicholas
Grad student at 
Caltech studying  

astrophysics!

David
Grad student at 
Caltech studying 

physics in materials!

Erika
Grad student at 

Univ. of Michigan 
studying space plasmas!

Charlie
Grad student at 

Perimeter studying 
quantum gravity!



What does a physicist do? 
(Type in the chat 

When we say to :) )



What is Physics Research?
Using science to discover, measure, predict, or understand something 
previously unknown

Creating and testing mathematical models of physical phenomena

Experimental, computational, or theoretical in some combination

Slow and incremental, but also exciting and rewarding

PhD students are paid for research work

Not just done by Einstein! Chien-Shiung Wu
Nuclear Physicist



Physics at Different Sizes
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Condensed Matter
Physics

Atomic
Physics

Plasma
Physics Astrophysics

+ More types of physics



My Path to Physics
I loved math, but I wanted it to mean something in real life… 
physics!

In undergrad, I tried atomic physics research and loved it:

● Table top experiments and Lasers!
● Getting to see and participate in many parts of the 

scientific process
● Learning about small things– and how they behave 

differently than we might expect because of quantum 
mechanics

● And still… doing math :)



Atomic Physics at a glance
 Atomic physicists use light to trap 
and control atoms!

Physicists use atoms to:

-simulate models of materials

-measure fundamental constants

-discover quantum properties

-quantum computing



My research: Rydberg states in atoms
Rydberg state: Highly excited electron 
orbital

 



My research: Rydberg states in atoms
Rydberg state: Highly excited electron 
orbital

If two atoms are next to each other, both 
can’t get excited!
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My research: Rydberg states in atoms
Rydberg state: Highly excited electron 
orbital

If two atoms are next to each other, both 
can’t get excited!

What happens if you shine the laser on 
both??

 

Quantum Entanglement!



Any questions for 
Hannah?



Condensed Matter Physics (David)  
I thought this 
was cool in high 
school → 

Quantum 
Physics: 

Describing 
atoms, 

electrons, 
vibrations, etc

Didn’t think 
this was 
that cool → 

Statistical 
Physics: 

Describing huge 
numbers of 

particles on many 
scales

The Material 
World:

Many types of 
matter, both 
exotic and all 

around us! 

+ +



Two Big Ideas in the Physics of Matter
Complex  Interactions: 
Knowing the Rules ≠ Playing the Game

Emergence: Interacting systems 
lead to new physics, new ways of 
thinking 



My Research on Strong Interactions in Materials 

A bit of my work:
Atoms in real materials vibrate! → 
Use computers + theory to 
understand materials with strong 
interactions between electrons and 
atoms 

Computationally “poke” a complex 
interacting system!



Any questions for 
David?



Plasma Physics (Erika)
What’s a plasma? 

Many different types of plasma
So many applications! 
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Plasma Physics (Erika)

Space-based applications
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Propulsion 
Space Weather 
Radiation Protection 
Understanding what’s out there.

To infinity 
and beyond!



Plasma Physics (Erika)
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A bit of my work:
Plasma transport processes in 
Saturn’s Inner Magnetosphere.

Examples of Space Weather 
Models I’ll make :) 

“Fingers” of plasma mix 



Any questions for 
Erika?
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Astrophysics

Who I am and how I fit in

Nicholas Rui 
(pronounced “reeeee”)



What is astrophysics?

Key premise: The universe follows the same laws of physics that we do.

Understanding how things in space follow/break our expectations can teach 
us how planets, stars, galaxies, and the universe as a whole behaves.



Peering into the hearts of stars
Everyday intuition: A hollow bell and a 
“filled” bell sound very different, even 
though they look the same

In geology: Earthquakes can be used 
to understand the structure of Earth

In astrophysics: Stars also oscillate 
(starquakes), which can reveal what’s 
inside them

Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech



Listening to a star to hear its past
Red giants which have merged with other stars can “sound different” than 
normal red giants



Stellar catastrophe
Everyday intuition: Things get hotter as 
you heat them up.

In astrophysics: Star clusters behave 
like gases (of stars) that cool down as 
you heat them up

The “hot” core rapidly transfers energy 
outwards, making itself even hotter 
and “core collapsing”

Stellar density can reach 10,000x of 
our local stellar density



Core collapse in globular clusters

Black holes make 
the difference!



Any questions for 
Nicholas?



Quantum Gravity (Charlie)
- Gravity talks about things that are really big

- Quantum Mechanics talks about things that are really small

- How do they fit together? No one knows!



Fundamental Constants of Nature



Photons and Black Holes

When does RS=L?

L



How small could a photon be?



What does this teach us?
- Spacetime is (probably) NOT “Planck length pixelated”!

- How do we know? Black holes!

- But first, we need to know what entropy is.



Entropy and Black Holes
● Entropy measures how “disordered” a system is

● More ways a system can be → More possible disorder → More entropy
Black holes show spacetime is not        

“Planck length pixelated”
This is the starting point of “holography”



Any questions for 
Charlie?



Any questions for us?

Suggested topics:

● Physics
● Not physics
● Literally anything else


